an invitation to the right to read campaign
Millions with print - impairment need access to books
Out of these, at least 70 million live in India!

Unable to grow and participate meaningfully in the society because they have no access to books!

The Right to Read Campaign celebrates the right to read for all persons and seeks to raise awareness on the special needs of persons with disabilities with regard to accessing books. Today, barely 0.5% of published books are available in formats for persons with disabilities to read in India. Changing this situation is an imperative.

Help to open up the gates of knowledge to millions of print impaired Indians, support the Right to Read Campaign.

We would like to invite you to endorse this campaign and show your support and concern for this cause. Your participation will go a long way in making this event a memorable and successful one.

Lal Chowk, Pragati Maidan,
Jan 30th, 2:00pm-5:00pm.

RSVP
The Members of Right to Read India Campaign
www.righttoread.in